
February, 9, 2016

! NMGRA Board Meeting Notes

- In attendance: Keith H. Zane S. Kelly P. 

- On the phone:  Brian H, Will L, Frank H, Jeff, Ken, Richard W, Alan, Tom, 

- Meeting was called to order at 7:20 pm by Brian H. 

Membership Report - The membership list has been sent in and it has been corrected.

Treasurers Report -  There are no outstanding checks at this time. There are three 
memberships that are not accounted for yet. 11,252.07. 3 Members are not currently 
included in that total. That figure has been reconciled by New Mexico Bank and Trust 
and Quicken. 

President's Report - Kelly appointed Richard membership chair and Keith the archivist 
to work with Frank. These appointments do not need a vote. Kelly also wanted to make 
sure that folks know there is a virus outbreak and to be careful if you are participating in 
PHX.

Trustee - IGRA University was held in Tucson with about 65 attendees. IGRA will be in 
Las Vegas Nevada in 2017. IGRA rules book are out and posted online. The insurances 
for D&O and the liability insurance has been paid and is up to date. Brian would like to 
make Richard the membership chair in addition to the Treasurer to maintain the list and 
make sure it is maintained and accurate. Kelly will appoint a 2nd membership person to 
handle recruitment and activities to increase the membership list. Richard will have an 
updated list by the end of March. 

Vice President's Report - no official report as there is not a current VP.

Secretary's Report - NMGRA received a thank you from Southwest Cares for the 
donation that was made from Zia Rodeo 2015. Minutes were accepted with corrections, 
no abstentions or objections. The American Cancer Society team will sponsor a buckle 
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for the rodeo. Richard is also looking for volunteers to help with a fundraiser for an 
event for the ACS on Saturday May 14th 2016. 

CORRECTIONS. Frank - under president's report. 50 or more has to be voted on. Will 
also submitted some corrections via email. Corrections made to previous months 
minutes.

Rodeo Director Report - Will reviewed the proposed weekend schedule. He asked for 
Q&A instead of going through the schedule in details. Will reviewed the performance 
aspect of the schedule and how some ideas about how the contestants are being 
selected for the performance vs slack portion of the rodeo. Frank made a suggestion 
about the selection of contestants, that the folks with the highest points at that time be 
the ones allowed to be in the performance portion of the rodeo. This also allows other 
contestants to also observe other contestants in their same category to watch the event 
the next time it is held. Jeff also wanted to ensure that we also talked to Las Vegas who 
did not have a successful rodeo at night for pointers on what might have happened. 
Frank feels that the reason the rodeo was unsuccessful because it was a one run, one 
night rodeo. Jeff also wanted to ensure that we had enough volunteers and that we 
were aware of the time commitment we are asking of them. 

It was also felt it might be useful to also check in with Denver who broke the rodeo up 
as a matinee and evening performance. Kami has produced a evening time rodeo from 
the event coordinator position to ask for feedback and assistance to ensure that we are 
aware of the pitfalls. 

Frank is giving his vote as yes in his absence for rodeo schedule.

Keith is asking that we keep in mind that we need many more volunteers to ensure that 
we are able to have proper coverage for the amount of people that we are trying to bring 
in to the event including extra gate folks and ticket takers

Brian would like to make a motion to allow 30 days time frame for Will to explore some 
of the pitfalls and concerns and then agree to make a decision at the next meeting to 
make a final decision. Keith made the 2nd. All in favor, no objections or abstentions.

Will also provided the hotel contract and will also explore a few of the previous locations 
that we looked at last year for a comparison. He would like to make a decision at the 
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next meeting. The rodeo is also right before the Indian Market starts, so we need to 
make a decision soon to make sure we are able to have a host hotel for the rodeo.

Richard agreed to help with public relations as needed.

The sponsorship packet has been updated and posted on the webpage. 

Kelly will manipulate the current poster to add the logos to it.

Brian will distribute save the date cards while in Phoenix and return the rest for use 
once that rodeo is over, so we can get the word out. 

Will would like to have everyone who would like to submit a charitable partner idea to 
the group by next meeting. So they can be be selected. He would like to know what the 
charitable partner is willing to offer in regards to volunteers etc. 

7. Grand Marshall Nominations

Keith Holtzclaw nominated by Will

Keith and Kelly Peebles nominated by Brian

Community Hero - 

Zia Regional Rodeo Weekend Schedule (provided by Will L)

Second proposal

Thursday, August 11th

     8pm-12pm      Rodeo Kick-Off Party –TBA

Friday, August 12th

      8am-11am Rodeo School-Rodeo Grounds

      12pm-3pm Rodeo Registration-Rodeo Grounds

      6pm-8:30pm Friday Night Rodeo Performance—Rodeo Grounds

      9pm-12pm Friday Night Rodeo Dance/Entertainment—Rodeo Grounds

Saturday, August 12th

       11am-5pm Saturday Rodeo Slack—Rodeo Grounds
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        6pm-8:30pm Saturday Rodeo Performance—Rodeo Grounds

         9pm-12pm Saturday Rodeo Dance/Entertainment—Rodeo Grounds

Sunday, August 13th

       11am-5pm Sunday Slack-Rodeo Grounds

         7pm-8:30pm Rodeo Awards Ceremony

         8:30-10pm Awards Party

 

Zia Rodeo Committee Meeting Agenda (provided by Will L)

February 9, 2016

Silver Anniversary Rodeo

 

 

Rodeo Director -Will Lann

Rodeo Assistant Director -Alan Tomalavage

Rodeo Assistant Director –

NMGRA Webmaster-Frank Harold

 

Rodeo School -August 12, 2016

Rodeo Dates -August 13-14, 2016

 

Agenda:

1) Sponsor packets

2) Fund raising –NMGRA Board of Directors and Rodeo Committee Members

3) Public relations –Brian Helander, Richard agreed to help.

A) Rodeo poster contest

B) “Save the Date” invitations
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C) Advertising

D) Charitable Partners

4) Buckle sponsors – NMGRA Board of Directors and Rodeo Committee Members

5) Required certified officials/other Officials

A) Judges

B) Arena director-James Jenkins

C) Rodeo secretary-Ron Truslee

D) Rodeo auditor

E) Scorekeeper

F) Chute coordinator

6) Rodeo contracts

A) Rodeo arena/grounds

B) Host hotel

C) Horse stalls

D) Veterinarian

E) EMTs

F) Rodeo livestock

G) Food and alcohol vendors

H) Entertainment/dance

I) City of Santa Fe – Brian Helander

7) Grand marshal/Community Hero

8) Vendor coordinator

9) Volunteer coordinator

10) Rodeo school – Chuck Browning/Brian Helander

11) Rodeo registration

12) Registration/awards setup
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13) Arena setup

14) Rodeo equipment-new steer deco, wild drag ropes-Kelly

Where can they be made, Kelly will check with his suppliers to see if rope can be  
obtained. 

15) Rodeo program

16) Contestant hospitality coordinator

17) Committee meeting time 

New Business  - No new business. 

Old Business -  NMGRA received a letter from ASCAP requesting 938.00 from 
licensing fees for music at previous rodeos. We also received two letters from RMS, the 
company that is handling the debt collection for the ASCAP payment. Kelly would like to 
consult with IGRA and other associations before a decision was made. Keith will write a 
letter to ASCAP and inform them that NMGRA is a non profit and resolve the issue

Meeting Adjourned at  8:47 pm by Kelly.
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